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Before ontology, we have learned, comes epistemology. Before we can meaningfully ask, e.g., 

"What is Nō?", we have to look at our cognitive and institutional instruments for understanding it. It 

seems to me that at least one central problem of Nō studies has been its positioning at two 

overlapping crossroads.  First, between general Japanology (cultural and in particular religious 

history, ethnology, folklore), studies of Japanese literature, and the not quite solidified but 

indispensable discipline of "theatre arts studies." Furthermore, Nō studies have suffered from a 

frequent lack of communication between writings in Japanese and in other languages, especially 

English and German. In that respect, some German Theaterwissenschaft traditions have important 

strengths, especially when used by an author who has, as Günter Zobel, spent more than 20 years in 

Japan and has conducted first-hand research into not only Nō performances but also Japanese folk 

performances and ethnology, as well as some neighbouring -- in particular Korean -- parallels. First, 

such an author will know the works in all three languages (though even Zobel stops short of using 

the French works, of which Sieffert on Mibu-kyōgen and Martzel on Okina and on Kurokawa Nō 

speak directly to his argument). Second, building on Carl Niessen's theory of the birth of theater out 

of folk performance forms, and in particular of the birth of Asian mime, dance, and drama out of the 

cult of the ancestors and the dead, Zobel's approach will be most sensitive to comparative folkloric 

and ethnographic genesis and development, while still focussing on the understanding -- in the    

Lessingian   analytico-critical   terminology, on the dramaturgy -- of actual performance.  

 

These two perspectives are indicated by the book’s bifurcated subtitle. The first three parts, the 

"Folkloric and Ethnographic Backgrounds," deal with the Nō stage, masks, and stage paraphernalia 

(headgear, hand-props, and tsukuri-mono). They may be exemplified by part I, "Nō-Bühnenform." 

Its chapters 1 and 2 deal with the hashigakari and the main stage, and chapter 3 with their genesis.  

The first two chapters proceed not only to a detailed description of the visible and inferrable 

elements of the two performance areas, but enter into some first valorizations of their function as 

perspectival and sensory – which also, means sense-conferring -- elements of performance. The 

hashigakari stage, e.g., is always used when at the play's beginning the waki, as a personage of high 

rank, makes some d demand on the shite (lover or vassal): as always, Zobel argues this by means of 

examples drawn from his own records of observed performances. He systematically subordinates 

ongoing textual and musical analysis to a discussion of stage space and performance.  The author  

insists on the crucially sensitive function of  the  "action-circle"  (p. 13) around the shite-pillar, 

where the two  Nō "sub-stages"  meet, and where some demonic nochi-jite even use  a final  

threatening gesture with a striking stick that, as  unique exception, includes the space in the dead 

angle between the  two sub-stages,  outside  the playing boards (but not, I  would  add, outside  the 

ceiling-covered area). While he also speaks of the main-stage center as another spatial focus, it 

might be useful to supplement Zobel with Bethe and Brazell's path-breaking analyses of Dance in 

the Nō Theater (Cornell UP 1982), e.g. their discussion how the spirally numbered nine squares on 

the   main stage -- where the area around the shite-pillar is roughly no.  1 and the center no. 9 -- are 



used: if we amalgamated his approach with their accounts, we would probably acquire a solid basis 

for a workmanlike discussion of events and meanings in the space of the Nō stage.  

 

Chapter 3, "Theatrological and Folkloric Materials," shifts to a wide-ranging discussion which 

encompasses various hypotheses on the whilom ritual meanings of the three pines or the white 

gravel as well as new considerations of kagura, bugaku, Mibu-kyōgen, and other (e.g.  Korean) 

performance elements which might be genetically connected to elements of the Nō stage. As in other 

such parts of this book, the author's erudition and first-hand contributions to such discussions are 

undoubted. I shall slight them here for two reasons: first, I am not fully competent to evaluate them; 

second, at some point in early Nō history (which I would put at the latest with Kannami), a decisive 

step was taken -- to quote Zobel, "the step from ritual to theatrical  Nō" (p.  38).  The new 

presuppositional framework of professionals' play for leisure-time audiences (whether court or 

popular) rather than ritual for a kami organized as well as watched by a closed community seems to 

me to reorient decisively the central meanings of earlier elements, whatever their provenience.  For 

example, while the hashigakari may well have, as the author also suspects, evolved from a vertically 

curved bridge over water (say, to a rice-field), it remains to be proven that this has any relevance to 

the dramaturgic meanings present in a post-Kannami Nō text or performance.  The older easy 

identifications of diachrony with synchrony will not do any more.  

 

The same kind of analysis could be applied to Zobel's part II (pp.  43-73), which adjoins one chapter 

discussing masks as "phenotype" to two chapters on their "genotype" antecedents and on the uses of 

the shishi lion-masks. Part III (pp.  75-114) contains fascinating detailed surveys of kaburi-mono, 

kodōgu, and especially of the tsukuri-mono and its stage uses. The latter issues into two final 

chapters on its "dramaturgic function and significance" and on the provenience of its building-like 

subset.  

 

The second perspective, that of performance dramaturgy, comes into its own with the book's largest 

and for me most exciting section on "Performance" (pp. 115-208). Here too the third chapter is 

devoted to folkloric and ethnographic relationships (genetic theories, functions of the "dance  sleeve"  

in Asian theatre, fan  and tori-mono in kagura). However, its first two thirds reach for new analytical 

instruments. "Text and Performance” develops the thesis that to understand Nō as a performance, 

Zeami's jo-ha-kyū scheme has to be taken further than Yokomichi Mario’s brilliant analysis based 

solely on text recital. Zobel argues that, in order to encompass the culminating and often central 

significance of the Nō dance, Nogami Toyoichirō’s and Tanaka Michizō's scheme of five dan (three 

for the central ha-part) and Yokomichi's scheme of twice five dan for two-part plays -- those with a 

nochi-jite -- cannot serve as a last word. If one wants to enlist Zeami's authority (though his 

formulations should be methodologically subordinated to the implicit poetics verified from the plays' 

performances), then his insistence on unsealing the ears and the eyes of the audience should be 

foregrounded.  

 

Zobel therefore proposes to subdivide, in the two-part Nōs, the second, kyū, part also into three. In 

his example of Izutsu performances by three Nō schools, the articulation should add a bracketting 

segment after ha, composed of the shite's departure (naka-iri), the ai, and the waki's machi-uta.  

Kyū1 is the shite's reappearance and sashi; kyū2 the mai dance (or in other plays a hataraki dance) 

up to the citation of Narihira's tanka; kyū3 the part from the tanka through gazing into the well to the 

final   squat. These divisions seem well-grounded   in the thematico-formal arguments. They result in 

the following scheme (not thus summarized by Zobel) for the two-part Nō: 



 

 

          jo             ha1       ha2       ha3 

          "bracket"      kyū1     kyū2     kyū3   kiri 

 

Possibly the scheme is too neat; also, it is induced only from the mugen-nō. But it has two weighty 

advantages: for the first time, I believe, it gives an analytic frame for discussing Nō-dance import 

(as done, e.g., by Bethe and Brazell); and it can be verified or falsified by further systematic work  

on  recorded performances,  now becoming possible through video-tapes.  It  is elastic   enough   to  

encompass  the   theoretically   important performance  variants (e.g. in Matsukaze the bracket is 

simply  a stage change); it could perhaps be expanded by an initial  symmetry to the kiri in the (to 

my mind often important) musical  prelude;  and it stimulates "vertical" comparisons  between  

various semiotic  media and channels in the play as well as  between  the jo-ha-kyū parts, say here 

between the kuse dance in ha3 and  the mai dance beginning already at kyū2.  

 

Zobel   then   applies   these insights   then   to   the existing Nō categorization, notoriously 

problematic in the catch-all fourth and fifth groups. Instead of defining them by literary theme 

and/or the shite's dance, he proposes a division into "shite-dance"   Nō (itself  divided  according  

to   a   "hashigakari appearance" or "tsukuri-mono appearance") and "conflict-plot" Nō (my term). 

This scheme has again two strong merits: it takes into account the genzai Nō and the waki (and 

tsure) roles, often analytically slighted because of ideological preconceptions; and it at least begins 

the theoretically perhaps  most  important discussion  from Nō-plays for a comparative dramaturgy, 

the  one about conflict (present or absent). It also has the drawback of a disparate terminology:  if 

the "shite-dance" category is not conflictual, what is it then? I would suggest "revelation dance" as 

a  term  that  both  escapes  technicalities  and  stimulates meditation.  

 

Finally, the chapter on "Dance and Performance" pleads for and begins a discussion of the decisive 

dramaturgic weight and sense of Nō dances. Beyond ornamental kata, the author stresses that at 

least some (culminating) elements of a Nō dance may be deciphered as feeding back into the play's 

thematics. Clearly, we are at a point of Nō theory where it seems imperative to advance beyond the 

unhappy horns of subjective impressionism and professional technicalities, and this book supplies 

some further lines of argumentation about the "gestual patterns" of Nō -- in particular the sleeve 

movements -- which would deserve to be expanded.  

 

In conclusion, there is matter for two books here: an ethnological one on the genesis of Nō 

elements, and a dramaturgic one on the methodology of Nō performance analysis and interpretation 

(two more, on costume and on gestual morphology, are promised or adumbrated). Zobel could, of 

course, rightly argue that these two aspects should ultimately be subsumed in particular Nō 

interpretations.  However, his book too shows that we may not be quite ready for that: as Frege had 

indicated, before the variant meaning (which can be legitimately redefined by an audience with a 

new horizon of expectations) we must get to the invariant sense of a proposition -- even a non-

verbal and non-conceptual, i.e. spatial and metaphoric, proposition. Thus, there is not necessarily 

one fixed -- much less final -- meaning for every sense, and here Zobel's approach could use some 

development with the help of newer hermeneutic and semiotic methodologies (Eco, Ricoeur, etc.).  

 

But if we want to proceed toward interpretation -- and what else is the business of performance 

criticism? -- we shall have to use both some new tools being today added to performance analysis 



and a number of already existing indispensable findings and proposals about Nō.  Zobel’s volume 

is an addition to this small but growing shelf of indispensables. It is much to be hoped that his 

findings might be presented, at least in some abbreviated form, to English-language (and Japanese) 

readers.  
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